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Abstract—Fine multi-functional prosthetic hand manipulation
requires precise control on the pinch-type and the corresponding
force, and it is a challenge to decode both aspects from myoelec-
tric signals. This study proposed an attribute-driven granular
model (AGrM) under a machine learning scheme to solve this
problem. The model utilises the additionally captured attribute as
the latent variable for a supervised granulation procedure. It was
fulfilled for EMG-based pinch-type classification and the fingertip
force grand prediction. In the experiments, sixteen channels
of surface electromyographic signals (i.e. main-attribute) and
continuous fingertip force (i.e. sub-attribute) were simultaneously
collected while subjects performing eight types of hand pinches.
The use of AGrM improved the pinch-type recognition accuracy
to around 97.2% by 1.8% when constructing eight granules
for each grasping type, and received more than 90% force
grand prediction accuracy at any granular level greater than
six. Further sensitivity analysis verified its robustness with
respect to different channel combination and interferences. In
the comparison with other clustering-based granulation methods,
AGrM achieved comparable pinch recognition accuracy but was
of lowest computational cost and highest force grand prediction
accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
sEMG based pinch recognition can be utilised to facilitate
prosthetic hand manipulation via the use of machine learning
technology [1]–[4]. To promote the flexibility of object ma-
nipulation, advanced multi-functional robotic hands with force
sensors on finger tips have been developed, which arouses
the need for the control of both the gesture and the force.
However, constrained by the performance of intuitive human-
machine interface, it is sill difficult to be implemented from
the perspective of amputees. The change of muscle contraction
force is usually considered as a negative factor for EMG-based
hand motion recognition. However, dexterous multifunctional
prosthetic hand control requires the synergy of robust hand
motion prediction and accurate force estimation [5], [6]. Fig.
1 illustrates that both gesture and force control are required
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Fig. 1: The scenario of pinch-type and fingertip force grand
prediction for myoelectric control.
in a human machine interaction scenario. Conventionally, a
classifier is not able to implement EMG-based hand gesture
identification as well as force estimation. The current study
aims to fill the gap by means of AGrM, fusing pinch recog-
nition and force estimation in a unified machine learning
framework.
The EMG pattern of the same grasp under different grasping
force mismatches with each other, and it leads to the mis-
classification of pattern recognition systems [3], [7]–[9]. The
presence of contractions from unseen force levels increased
the error considerably by more than 32%, and to counteract
the severe degradation, a pooled training set comprising all
force levels was suggested [3]. Let alone the utilization of a
pooled training set, new feature extraction strategy immunising
to dynamic muscle contraction were investigated [7], [10].
Fang, et al [11] proposed a granular model by the use of
force information to improve the motion recognition accuracy.
Alternatively, Powell, et al. [8] and Fang, et al. [12] resorted
to user-training to unify users’ muscle contraction to improve
hand motion recognition accuracy. These studies have achieved
the great success in improving the robustness of hand gesture
recognition, but they ignore the other equally important aspect:
force estimation.
A precise force control resides the base of object manip-
ulation for both intact people and prosthetic hand users. It
has been highlighted that portable force control could increase
amputees’ acceptance rate for myoelectric forearm prostheses
[4]. Recently, Wu et al. employed a generalised regression
neural network to estimate grip force for the enhancement of
dexterous control of prosthetic hand [13]. The advancement
of sensitive tactile sensors and sophisticated grasp strategies
could contribute to relatively stable functionality, but nat-
ural human-machine interaction requires an anthropopathic
prosthetic hand. Thus, intuitively, more endeavors should be
drawn on tracing the force directly from the physiological
2information of the users, which can enhance the extended
physiological proprioception and increase the feeling of body-
ownership [14].
In the literature, EMG-based hand grasp/pinch and its
force prediction are mostly studied as two separate topics.
Castellini et al. [15] presented a study on the recognition
of 5 types of grasps together with force estimation using
artificial neural networks (ANN), support vector machine
(SVM) and locally weighted projection regression (LWPR),
achieving grasp recognition accuracy of 89.67  1.53% and
force prediction error of 7.89 0.09%. Yang et al. [14], [16]
utilised SVM for hand gesture recognition (27 classes) and
ε support vector regression (ε-SVR) to estimate the grasping
force under three hand grasps instead of the whole gesture
candidate set. These studies still employed pattern recognition
approaches for grasping-type recognition and regression mod-
els for force estimation in a sequential order. A major problem
of these strategies is that sequential computing would result
in manipulation delay for prosthetic hand manipulation. It is
well known that latency is critical in improving the acceptance
rate of amputees. The current study aims to unify EMG-driven
pinch recognition and force estimation in one machine learning
framework to avoid the potential delay and to simplify the
algorithm training procedure.
The primary contribution is to resolve the bottleneck prob-
lem in simultaneously predicting the hand gestures and the
applied force from the sEMG signal for prosthetic hand
manipulation via a GrM variant (i.g. AGrM). Secondly the
GrM variant is developed to predict the hand pinch type as
well as the fingertip force applied to an object, allowing the use
of additional attribute (i.e. force) to enhance the performance
of gesture recognition accuracy via a supervised granulation
approach. Our experiments demonstrated its success in en-
hancing the pinch type recognition accuracy as well as force
grand prediction accuracy under a variety of interference.
The remaining of this paper is organised as follows. Section
II summarised the state-of-the-art of granular computing (GrC)
in machine learning and theoretically introduced AGrM in
details. Section III illustrated experimental setup for data
collection, and introduced the methods for sEMG feature
extraction and procedure for performance evaluation. Section
IV disclosed the experimental results with discussions. Section
V concluded the paper with future work.
II. ATTRIBUTE-DRIVEN GRANULAR MODEL FOR PATTERN
RECOGNITION
A. Granular Computing in Machine Learning
Granular computing (GrC) solves problems via making use
of granules, i.e. groups, classes or clusters of a universe, which
is closely related to the cognitive strategy of human being
in problem solving and it is technically transferable to the
design of human-centric intelligent systems [17], which has
been applied in image-based crowd segmentation [18], long-
term prediction model for the energy system [19], [20], video
based object tracking [21] and principle curve extraction [22],
etc.
Inspired from the concept of GrC, several novel classifiers
were designed. Liu, et al. [23] proposed a granular computing
classification algorithm based on distance measurement, where
granules were constructed according to geometric shapes. Roh,
et al. [24] proposed a methodology for designing granular
fuzzy classifiers based on information granularity. Both meth-
ods split the entire input space into a collection of subspaces
to develop rule-based classifiers. However, without sufficient
comparison and theoretical proof, their performances are still
in doubt.
Besides, GrC was also employed to extend conventional
classifiers. Yuchun, et al. [25] built a granular SVM classifier
by building a sequence of information granules. Instead of
explicitly using the concept of information granulation of GrC,
Zhu, et al. [26] proposed a study on subclass discrimination
analysis, where granule construction and LDA classification
were merged theoretically. Both methods leverage information
granulation to solve nonlinear and inseparable problem by
strategies aiming at linearly separable subproblems.
As a significant part of GrC, information granulation is
critical to formulate the rules for granule construction, which
is also being known as granular mapping in [27]. A general
criterion for granule construction is to draw elements with
indistinguishability, similarity, proximity or functionality to-
gether [28]. Traditional granulation methods adopt unsuper-
vised clustering algorithms, such as Nearest Neighbour (NN)
[26], K-Means [29], [30], hierarchical clustering [31], spatial
partition trees [32], fuzzy C-means [20], [22], [33], [34],
and prototype-based optimization [35], to construct granules.
The unsupervised algorithm ensures the elements with certain
similarity to be assembled into one granule, however the
granules are non-interpretable in the view of semantic context.
From a novel perspective, our study proposes a supervised
granulation method (i.g. attribute driven granulation) in which
granules were generated according to the status of additional
attributes rather than the use of unsupervised clustering ap-
proach. Consequently, each granule is interpretable by the
attributes. It provides a practical solution that how to utilize
additional information to enhance a training procedure, in
despite of that the information may not be provided during
prediction. Back to the topic of EMG-driven motion recog-
nition, it is practical to obtain additional sensory information
via placing sensors on hands or objects to collect a training
dataset [36], [37]. However, the demand of real application
may only allows the use of EMG signal. Thus, this study raises
a common problem in machine learning in terms of how to
utilise additional sensory signals to enhance performance of a
machine learning system.
B. Training Dataset Granulation
Given a training dataset D of K training samples from
l distinct classes: D  tDi, i  1, ..., lu  tpxk, ykq, k 
1...Ku, where xk P Rn and yk labels xk to one of classes
in Ωc  tc1, c2, ..., clu. A classifier is trained by the dataset
to fit a mapping rule: f : x Ñ c that assigns a class
label c P Ωc to an input described by a set of attributes
x  tx1, x2, ..xnu P R
n.
According to the theory of information granulation, one
class can be decomposed into subclass granules. In spite
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Fig. 2: Transfer an original 3-class dataset to a granulised
dataset via information granulation rule R.
of any granulation rule R, a granular model divides the
original data set to a new one with extended classes, also
called subclass granules. The new dataset can be denoted by
D1  tD1i, i  1, ..., lu  tpxk, y1kq, k  1, ...,Ku, where y1k
labels xk to one of l m classes in Ω1c  tΩc1,Ωc2, ...,Ωclu
and Ωci  tci1, ci2, ..., cimupi  1, 2, ..., lq is a set of granules
decomposed from the entirety ci. The relationship between cij
and ci can be denoted by cij ¨ ci, saying cij is a granule of
ci, and this procedure can be obtained by a fining function,
cij  finepciq. (1)
Accordingly, a classifier f 1 : xÑ c1 can be trained to classify
any x to one class in Ω1c.
As described above, the granular model separates the train-
ing dataset that belong to one class into several sub-classes,
and assigns each individual to granulised classes. Thus, a
classifier can be trained with the granulised training dataset to
solve a lm-class classification problem. It can be recovered to a
l-class problem through an organisation procedure by defining
a coarsing function as
ci  coarsepcijq, (2)
indicating that any sample that belongs to class cij also
belongs to class ci.
Fig. 2 illustrates the granulation procedure of a 3-class
training dataset into 3j-class dataset by rule R.
C. Attribute-driven Granulation
Training dataset granulation describes the fact that the ob-
servations in one class can be granulised into several subclass
granules. Traditionally, clustering-based methods, like NN, K-
Means algorithm and Gaussian mixture model (GMM), are
used to assemble homogenised samples into a granule based
on their similarity and geometry distance. However, granules
generated by these unsupervised approaches are semantic inex-
plicable [38]. A supervised approach is proposed in the current
study to implement information granulation. In the context
of pattern recognition, this study considers the attributes in
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Fig. 3: The use of AGrM to separate EMG feature sets
supervised by force information as the sub-attribute.
a dataset into two types: main-attributes and sub-attributes.
Main-attributes exist in both training and testing dataset, while
sub-attributes are only contained in a training dataset.
Considering the scenario of hand motion recognition, during
training dataset collection, both EMG signal and fingertip
force can be gathered via placing EMG sensors on the skin
and force sensors on finger tips or objects. But during real-
life application, amputees can only rely on EMG signal for
prothetic hand manipulation. In this scenario, EMG signal
is the main-attribute and force signal is the sub-attribute.
Consequently, it brings us two concerns: 1) how can we utilise
the sub-attribute to train a classifier that would better predict
amputee’s intention; 2) how to train a classier that can also
predict the sub-attribute to some degrees. The proposed AGrM
solves these two concerns as described below.
Given a training dataset D, each observation o consists of
three parts, sub-attribute s, main-attribute m and class label c,
o  ps,m, cq,o P Ω. (3)
where Ω is the observation space.
A granulation operator is defined as the following equation,
R : Ω Ñ Ω1; ps, cq ÞÑ c1 (4)
where R is the rule for granulation, Ω1 is the space consisting
of the divided subclass labels and c1 is the class label after
granulation.
In the case of EMG based pinch recognition (8 classes) and
force grand prediction, the model can be embodied as
o  pf, e, cq, (5)
R : pf, e, cq ÞÑ pe, c1q (6)
where f is a one-dimensional contact force value between the
hand and an object, e is the EMG feature vector; c P tciu and
c1 P tciju, where i  1, 2, ..., 8 and j  1, 2, ...,m. m is the
total number of granules for each grasp, also indicating the
force level of grasp. It is worth noting that this study predicts
the force grand instead of the continuous force value, and the
4force grand is constrained by the predefined interval among the
maximum and minimum force based on the training database.
To verify the AGrM, a crisp rule is tested in this study to
construct m granules for each class via defining the rule as
follows
Rtpf, e, ciqu  pe, cijq, f P ppj  1qs, jss   fpi,minq, (7)
where s  fpi,maxqfpi,minqm , fpi,minq and fpi,maxq are the
minimum and maximum force recorded in the training dataset
for pinch type ci. pe, cijq indicates that a EMG feature vector e
corresponds to the jth force grand of the ith pinch-type ci. Fig.
3 sketches the granulation approach that divides the training
dataset Di into three granules pe, ci1q, pe, ci2q, pe, ci3q.
D. Evaluation Indicators
To evaluate the efficiency of AGrM in the application of
EMG based pinch-type and force grand prediction, this study
defined several indicators for comparison purposes.
Two types of accuracy metrics are defined in this research:
pinch recognition accuracy (accg) and force estimation accu-
racy (accf ). Pinch recognition accuracy is defined as
accg 
Ng
N
, (8)
where N is the number of all samples for test, and Ng is
the correctly classified pinch , considering the label of cij is
correctly classified into ciˆjˆ , when i  iˆ, and j can be different
with jˆ.
Force grand prediction accuracy (accf ) is defined as
accf  1
°
wf pcij , ciˆjˆq
N
, (9)
where
wf pcij , ciˆjˆq 
$&
%
0, for i  iˆ
|jjˆ|
αmpm1q
, for i  iˆ
, (10)
in which cij indicates the actual pinch-type and force grand,
ciˆjˆ is the predicted result and m is the number of divided force
levels. |jjˆ|αmpm1q is the punishment factor, in which
αm 
4
m2
m1¸
k1
k
m 1
pm kq, m ¥ 2. (11)
A matrix consists of all punishment factors is called punish-
ment matrix. Coefficient αm is defined to ensure that the mean
of punishment matrix is equal to 0.5 for different number of
m. It ensures that the expectation of evenly distributed inputs
ciˆjˆ is equal for any value of m. The punishment matrix at
m  2, 3, is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Note that accf only
calculates the estimation accuracy when the grasping-type is
classified correctly.
Three types of computation cost is defined in this study,
which are granulation time (Tgranulation), classifier training
time (Ttraining) and prediction time (Tprediction). It is ex-
pected that the time complexity remains a stable level with
the increase of the number of granules (m). The computation
cost on prediction and feature extraction (Tfeature) is related
Fig. 4: (a) punishment matrix at m  2; (b) punishment matrix
at m  3.
Fig. 5: Devices and experimental scenario.
to the real-time performance of any pattern recognition system.
For a prosthetic hand control system, Tprediction   Tfeature
should be less than the increment of the sliding window.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
A. Surface Electromyography
An electrode armband was deigned to attach 18 sEMG elec-
trode on the forearm forming 16 monopolar sEMG channels,
as seen in Fig. 5 (a-2 and c). These electrodes were evenly
distributed on a piece of cloth, and fabric sleeve, which ensures
high quality of skin-electrode contact and also make it suitable
for different forearm size, as seen in Fig. 5(c). An EMG device
was also customised for the acquisition of EMG signal. The
prototype can be seen in Fig. 5(a-1). The lowest resolution for
the captured EMG signal is 5.72 µV with 12 bits sampling
resolution. The signal is filtered by a 20-500Hz band-pass
filter, and meanwhile a notch filter was also included to remove
50 Hz power-line interference. The sampling frequency was
set to 1 kHz in this study, which is higher than twice the
commonly accepted maximum EMG signal frequency 400 Hz
[39].
5B. Force Sensor
The force sensor (UD-050-015-S*C01, Loadstar, US) was
used as the object, and meanwhile it measured external pinch
force applied to the sensor. Its capacity was 50 lb at the
resolution of 0.125 lb. The sampling frequency was adjusted to
25 Hz. A software was customised to synchronously capture
both types of sensory signal and to display the force hint as
required in the experiment.
C. Data Collection
Eight able-bodied subjects volunteered for the experiment.
The entire experimental procedure was introduced to them
in oral and written form, following which their consent was
taken in writing. The experiment was approved by the Ethical
Committee of University of Portsmouth. The subjects were
seated comfortably on an adjustable office chair for the entire
duration.
In an initial round of data collection, we measured the
maximal forces that each subject could apply for each pinch.
These pinches included Tip Pinch (G1), three Tip Pinch
Variants (G2, G3, G4), opposing the middle, ring,and little
finger to the thumb, respectively, Extension Type (G5), Parallel
Extension(G6), Tripod (G7), and Lateral (G8), as can be seen
in Fig. 5(d). The selection of these motions followed the Feix’s
taxonomy [40], and meanwhile considered the executability by
the dexterous self-powered hand prostheses, named i-LIMB
Ultra Revolution. For each pinch, the subjects were asked
to follow a predefined force hint that linearly increases to
60% maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) in ten seconds and
decreases to 0% MVC in the following ten seconds, repeated
three times. Fig. 5 (a) demonstrated the experimental scenario,
in which (1) is the wireless sEMG acquisition device, (2) is
the electrode armband, (3) is the force sensor and (4) is the
graphic user interface for signal display and recording. Fig.
5 (b) demonstrated that both sEMG and force signals, as the
subjects were following the force hint to apply proper pinch
force on the sensor.
D. EMG Feature Extraction and Segmentation
In each pinch, the EMG signals were segmented into a series
of 200 ms windows and 40 ms overlap, which ensured that
the extracted feature was of the same frequency as the force
signal. It also required that the time consumption of feature
extraction and motion prediction should be restricted within
40 ms to guarantee a real-time performance. Hudgins’ time
domain sEMG feature set [12], [41], [42], including mean
absolute value (MAV), waveform length (WL), zero changes
(ZC), slope sign changes (SSC), was selected in this study;
hence, the dimensionality of a feature vector is 64 for 16
EMG channels. Furthermore, the samples within ranges of
[10s, 30s], [40s, 60s] and [70s, 90s] with pinch motion were
extracted as the dataset for further analysis. As a result, the
dataset from a subject would include 11976 samples with 8
pinches.
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Fig. 6: Granulation-involved pattern recognition analysis.
IV. EVALUATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Evaluation
This study designed several experiments to evaluate the
performance of AGrM in terms of accuracy and robustness.
The first experiment was to investigate the relationship be-
tween granule number (m) and the pinch recognition accuracy
(accg ), granule number (m) and force grand recognition
accuracy (accf ). Meanwhile, the computing time of granula-
tion (Tgranulation), classifier training (Ttraing) and prediction
(Tprediction) were studied with the increase of m. A com-
parison of force grand prediction accuracy on different hand
pitch was conducted. The second experiences investigated
the consistency of AGrM in pinch type and force grand
recognition when the number of sEMG channel changes and
sEMG signal were contaminated by noises. Four types of
sEMG channel combination (2-channel, 4-channel, 8-channel
and 16-channel), and four types of noises (10db and -10db
white Gaussian noise, and 10 µV and 100 µV power line
noises). The third experiment compared AGrM with NN [26],
K-Means and GMM on dataset granulation, and their impacts
on pinch recognition accuracy. The time complexity of each
granulation methods were also studied. The NN algorithm was
implemented as described in [26]. The K-Means clustering
method applied the squared Euclidean distance and selected
k points uniformly at random for initialisation by the use of
kmeans function in Matlab 2016b. Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm was employed to adjust the parameters of a
GMM by means of likelihood maximization, and then all sam-
ples were clustered according to the probability in the GMM.
The functions of fitgmdist and cluster in Matlab 2016b were
combined to implement the GMM-based clustering algorithm.
For K-Means and GMM, the maximum iteration times was set
to 100.
Fig. 6 demonstrated the procedure of granulation-involved
pattern recognition analysis. The procedure can be described
as follows. 1) divide the dataset into training and test datasets
according to the standard 10-fold-cross-validation method. 2)
granulate the training dataset according to the experimental
requirement by means of AGrM, NN, K-Means or GMM to
form a granulated dataset. 3) train a discriminant analysis
classifier (the function fitcdiscr in Matlab 2016b). 4) classify
the samples in testing dataset and then calculate the accuracies
(accg and accf ) by an organisation algorithm.
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Fig. 8: A comparison of the force recognition accuracy of
different pinch types.
B. Accuracy
Fig. 7 demonstrated the accuracies of accg , accf at different
numbers of granules. The error bar reflected the 0.3 times
standard deviation across 10 subjects. It could be found that
the accg increased significantly when m was less than 8, and
tended to be stable afterwords. accf decreased when m   4,
followed by a steady increase.
The result indicated the effectiveness of AGrM in two
perspectives. On the one hand, the pinch-type recognition
accuracy accg can be improved. In the comparison between
m  1 (i.e. without AGrM) and m  8 (i.e. construct 8
granules for each class), it was found that the pinch-type
recognition accuracy accg improved from 95.38  3.0% to
97.17  2.1% by 1.79%, and this finding was statistically
significant p   0.005 (paired t-test). Moreover, Fig. 7 also
demonstrated that further accuracy rise can be obtained via
adopting larger number of granules, although the improvement
was very limited. It can be found that the increasing rate was
1.79% from m  1 to m  8, while it was only 0.49%
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Fig. 10: A comparison demonstration on the prediction time
cost and the accuracy improvement.
from m  8 to m  32. On the other hand, the fingertip
force grand prediction accuracy (accf ) decreased a little and
then started to increase after m  3. The final accuracy was
about 91.27% at m  32 in our case. Moreover, it was clear
that the force estimation accuracy (accf ) dropped by 0.22%
in the comparison between m  2 and m  3. In despite
of the accuracy decreasing, the increase of granule number
improved the resolution of force grand. Fig. 8 demonstrated
the force grand prediction accuracy for different pinch. It can
be found that the overall accuracy change was consistent with
that of each pinch type, especially when m ¥ 6. The initial
decreasing is possibly because that the system was of very
high accuracy in predicting only two force grands, regardless
the misclassification of grasping-type. This study suggests to
construct at least 8 granules to form 8 grasp force grands.
It can enhance grasp recognition accuracy while keep an
acceptable force grands resolution and accuracy. It is worth
noting that the performance can be further improved with the
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Fig. 11: The confusion matrix in the prediction of pinch-types and the fingertip force grand (from the 1st subject, m  3). G1
to G8 indicate the eight pinch-types, and F1 to F3 indicate three force grands for each pinch.
increase of m as the tendency indicated in Fig. 7.
Fig. 11 demonstrated the confusion matrix for the prediction
of the pinch-type and fingertip force grand, where three
granules were constructed (i.e. m  3). In this example,
the pinch recognition accuracy was accg  99.17%, and
the force grand prediction accuracy was accf  96.39%.
Although misclassification of both pinch-type and force grand
occasionally happened, most misclassified force grand were
from the same pinch. In addition, a force grand misclassified
sample was very likely to be in the adjacent force grand of
the correct pinch, which would avoid the larger failure cost in
real prosthetic hand manipulation.
C. Time Complexity
The computational cost for granulation (Tgranulation), clas-
sifier training (Ttraining) and prediction (Tprediction) can be
found in Fig. 9. This result was obtained through a personal
computer with Windows 7 64bits system, 2.2GHz i5-5200U
CPU and 8GB Memory, and the code was run in Matlab
R2015a. The dataset was of 11976 samples and 66 dimensions
(64 EMG features, 1 force attributes and 1 label ). 10-fold-
cross-validation was applied to accumulate the time cost. The
experimental result revealed that granulation approach was
time-efficient comparing with classifier training. The time
complexity of classifier training and prediction was at Opm2q
and Opkmq, respectively. As demonstrated in Fig. 10, the
hand gesture classification accuracy received a logarithmic
growth along the use of more number of granules, while the
prediction time cost was linearly related to the number of
granules, fitting the function of y  0.06x   0.085, where
x is the number of granules and y is the prediction time
cost. It could be predicted that the prediction time was around
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in different EMG channel combination.
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Fig. 13: The comparison of force grand estimation accuracy
in different EMG channel combinations
6 ms for every 100 granules, which was much lower than
the 40 ms increments of the segmentation sliding window,
satisfying the real-time performance for pinch recognition and
force estimation. Thus, it is believed that the proposed granular
model will not influence the efficiency of a pattern recognition
based myoelectric system.
D. Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate the robust-
ness of AGrM on EMG based pinch-type and fingertip force
grand prediction. The involved factors included different chan-
nel combinations, White Gaussian noise (WGN) and 50 Hz
Power Line Noise (PLN).
Fig. 12 compared the pinch recognition accuracy under 2,
4, 8 and 16 selected EMG channels, and it can be found
that the increasing trends along m were similar, indicating
the adaptation of AGrM towards EMG channel number. Four
curves demonstrated obvious accuracy improvement when
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Fig. 14: The comparison of pinch-type recognition accuracy
in different noise levels.
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Fig. 15: The comparison of force grand estimation accuracy
in different noise levels.
m   8, then became stable. In addition, it was also found
that the use of 16 EMG channels was somewhat necessary,
which improved accuracy from 89.8% to 97.2% comparing
with 8 channels. This results imply that the use of HD-sEMG
configuration is promising for hand motion recognition.
Fig. 13 demonstrated the force grand prediction accuracy.
Four curves indicating different channel combinations illus-
trated a similar tendency, which revealed that AGrM was
robust towards different channel combination in EMG-based
force grand recognition. These four curves demonstrated big
accuracy decrease in the comparison between m  2 and
m  4, and then tended to be stable. All the accuracies in
Fig. 13 were above 85%, indicating that the reduction of EMG
channel number did not influence EMG based fingertip force
grand recognition significantly.
Fig. 14 demonstrated the pinch recognition accuracies under
five types of noise condition: raw EMG, white Gaussian
noise contaminated sEMG at 10db and -10db signal-to-noise
ratio and 10µV and 100µv PLN contaminated EMG. Similar
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Fig. 17: The comparison of grasp force recognition accuracy
with different granulation methods.
tendencies from five situations could be identified in Fig. 14,
indicating the robustness of AGrM. The accuracy improvement
was obvious in the comparison between m  1 and m  8. It
is worth noting that 10db active WGN (10db WGN) increased
the pinch recognition accuracy at all tested granule numbers,
which was possibly because that a classifier trained by a
dataset containing certain WGN noise would be more robust
towards environment interference.
The comparison of force grand prediction accuracy was
given in Fig. 15. The tendency of accuracy kept in good
consistence, indicating the robustness of AGrM in force grand
estimation towards a certain interferences. It could be also
found that the inclusion of 10µV PLN contributed to the force
grand prediction when m ¥ 4.
E. Attribute-Driven Granular Model vs Other Clustering-
based Granulation Methods
AGrM is a supervised granulation method, which granulises
each class within the training dataset into several granules
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Fig. 18: The comparison of computing time for different
granulation methods.
based on the simultaneously recorded sub-attributes. The sub-
attributes was fingertip force signal in this study. Certainly,
unsupervised clustering methods can also be utilized to im-
plement the granulation task. However, unsupervised method
is not able to interpret the physical meaning of each granule.
AGrM is capable of solving the problem. For example, if
a granule is generated under a certain force grand, then it
can be said that the granule is of the property of that force
grand. This study compared AGrM with NN, K-Means and
GMM, and it was found that all these granulation methods
improved the accuracy along with the increasing of m. Fig. 16
compared four types of granulation methods in terms of pinch
prediction accuracy. It was found that AGrM achieved the
highest accuracy (96.11%) when m  2 and NN outperformed
AGrM when m ¥ 8. With the increase of m (6 ¤ m ¤ 32),
GMM outperformed the rest methods, and when m reached
to 32, GMM achieved the highest accuracy, followed by K-
Means, NN, and AGrM. Figs. 19 and 20 demonstrated the
granulation results on the training dataset from the first subject
and pinch G1 at m  3 and m  6, respectively. This result
revealed that AGrM did not show the advantage of pinch
recognition accuracy against the others especially with large
number of granules. To make force grand recognition accu-
racy comparable among these granulation methods, this study
manually assigned a force grand label according to the average
force value of all samples in each granule after granulation.
Fig. 17 demonstrated the comparison result for force grand
estimation. It was found that AGrM clearly outperformed the
others.
Fig. 18 demonstrated the computing time on training dataset
granulation. The time complexity for both AGrM and NN were
Op1q, but NN costed 200 times more than AGrM. In NN
algorithm, most time consumption was inevitably occupied in
constructing the distance matrix. The time complexity for K-
Means was Opkmq (k  0.10) and GMM (k  0.34). Overall,
the AGrM presented superb time efficiency on granulation
than the others. Let alone the dominant advantage of AGrM
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Fig. 20: The comparison of granulation performance on different granulation methods at m  6.
in force grand prediction, it was also benefited from the
computational efficiency while preserving comparable pinch
recognition accuracy to NN, K-Means and GMM.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed an AGrM to enhance EMG based
hand pinch and force grand recognition, which can be applied
to fine prosthetic hand manipulation in a unified machine
learning framework. We introduced the background of gran-
ular computing in machine learning, and then theoretically
presented the AGrM in the case of hand motion recognition
with the EMG signal as the main-attribute and the force as
the sub-attribute. EMG signals and fingertip force signals
were recorded synchronously from 8 subjects to evaluate the
effectiveness of AGrM in terms of pinch-type recognition
accuracy, and fingertip force grand prediction accuracy in dif-
ferent conditions. Our results demonstrated its advantages on
the following aspects: 1) red pinch-type recognition accuracy
logarithmically grew with the rising number of granules m;
2) force grand prediction accuracy increased with the rising
number of granules when m ¥ 3; 3) AGrM was insensitive
to different EMG channel combinations, and noises; 4) AGrM
was of the lowest computational cost on training dataset gran-
ulation in the comparison with NN, K-Means and GMM, and
could provide comparable pinch-type recognition accuracy and
higher force grand recognition accuracy. In the theoretical view
of information granulation, AGrM provided supplement to
traditional unsupervised granulation method, where semantic
explanation for each granule was missing. In the future, AGrM
will be tested in an on-line environment to predict more
hand motion as well as its force grand for prosthetic hand
manipulation via decoding EMG signal. Besides, AGrM will
be also tested in a wider range of machine learning scenarios.
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